2018 SBO/SBEAP NSC Technical Subcommittee

March 19, 2019
1 pm CST (2 pm EST)

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: https://ksu.zoom.us/j/342716785
Or Telephone: +1 (646) 876-9923 or +1 (669) 900-6833
Meeting ID: 342 716 785 #

AGENDA

Approval of February

Tech-Subcommittee: https://nationalsbeap.org/sbeap/resources/subcommittees/technical

Compliance tools on the National SBEAP website
homework: visit, open, look at review, consider, deliberate then bring your ideas on what is and is not helpful and how can it be improved

In summary, there was a lot of discussion about each page being reviewed. Each group had good ideas and provided notes to Nancy and the National SBEAP web team for review and improvements. This session was also recorded so that the team could go back and review in the event that an idea or topic was overlooked in the notes. Here are some of the notes sent in concerning the different web pages. More complete notes were sent to Nancy Larson in addition to the discussion recorded.

Sections being reviewed and reviewer(s): Send all notes on website updates needed to Nancy Larson
Collision Repair and Auto Body Shops: Tony Pendola and Lisa Ashebrenner-Hunt
Pretty well covered. No need to update.
Industrial, Commercial, and Institutional Boilers and Process Heaters: Renee Bashel
Checked on all links; links could be updated; current link need to go to Area Source Page and Major Source Page
Link to navigation tool is not correct; pdf link is bad; Michigan’s tool is still available, and combustion portal is fine; text is difficult to read (documents?)
Metal Fabrication and Finishing Source Nine Categories: Donovan Grimwood
Plating and Polishing Operations: Donovan Grimwood (maybe someone from TX)
EPA’s 6W NESHAP link is broken; highlighting 12 management practices (produce a tool?); checklist is existing; recordkeeping not required on the practices; [reliance on suppliers and chemistry recommendations; no further clarification from EPA];
Oregon has a good presentation
Stationary Internal Combustion Engines: Renee Bashel, Lynelle Ladd
Painting and Coating: Lisa Ashenbrenner-Hunt
Page mostly links to PCRC; maybe combine the collision repair resources with the painting and coating; maybe rename and combine all under a single concept umbrella,
Environmental Compliance (general page): Lee Ann Briggs, Carrie Wintersteen
Possible addition of TRI, Tier II,
Mark and Donovan will be contacting the subcommittee members concerning presentations at the Annual National Training.

Attendees:
Jenifer Dixon
Christine Paulson
Trayce Thomas
Carrie Wintersteen
Allison Crowther (R7)
Emily Ohde
Lee Ann Briggs (R3)
Lisa Ashenbrenner-Hunt
Renee Bashel
Sara Johnson
Derek Bozzell (R4)
Leena Divakar (R7)
Lynelle Ladd
Nancy Larson
Mark Stoddard
Donovan Grimwood

Please review the pages volunteered for and write down suggestions, comments, and ideas. If you are working with someone else on a page, please collaborate and provide a group notes on that page. This way we can present an aggregate collection of notes for the website committee/website managers for any changes, updates, or similar that may be determined through the discussion of each section. If you have ideas for information to add, please provide links as well so those resources can be found.

**Annual Training:**
The Technical Subcommittee has two sessions at the Annual Training this year. Topics chosen via survey were Surface Coating and PFOS/PFAS. Mark and I have some ideas as for speakers on these topics, but if you have suggestions, please contact us so we can contact the speaker and see if they are available for the Training.

**Future topics:**
- **April 16:** Materials Marketplace, John Bradburn
- **May 14 - 16:** Annual training
- **June 18:** Effluent Limitations Guidelines 101, Jesse Pritts, EPA, Office of Water
- **July 16:** Energy Extraction Portal - George Cushnie, Compliance Assistance Center & possibly a representative from a couple of states

**Next Call: April 16, 2019**
1 pm CST (2 pm EST) (3rd Tuesday of month)